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I: I) advocates that modem institutions differ from all fonns of social order in 
yn:amlsnrr, the to which undercut traditional habits and customs, and their 
In this era, sellt-ldlenlt1ty becomes a HOL.''''AlV v'l;,au""",u endeavour and each person is considered 
to have a 
where Hll."a~",. 
character and This was not the case in traditional societies 
and social status and other attributes that had a lJ\"'Ull.,~ to one's status were all 
fixed. Transitions had to be made Llll'"''''l'.H the various which were o,...,p,.,,,'''' 
institutionalised processes and the individual's role in them was In other the 
individual did not exist in traditional and individual achievements did not have much value. In 
modem times Mm,.""'"",,. the individual or self is seen as a 'reflexive , for which the individual is 
(' 
what they are, but what make of themselves. 
Relativism which includes plstenloIogllcal and ontolO,!!:lcal ,,,'IJ .... ',,,.,, the of mOldelrmtv 
will have a on African traditionalism. In this .. "i,,,,..j-,,, ... of universal and 
transcendental foundations of and Ul~'Ul'.UI. helgn,telled awareness of the '''~l1H.,,,ajU'''' of 
discourse and socio-cultural locatedness in the UA .... Jt1o.ll.'5 claim. JU"'~A""~Ul' 
mCldelrmty describes a world where have to make their way without fixed referents and traditional 
"H'Ul~"'. of 
IH~,all""5 'floats' without its traditional uncertain and qUI~stllon 
issues that were considered the truth. Words and infonnation become open to 
owled!!:e. HA,."Hll1F;" that felt comfortable are no so. It is with this 
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which are visible and 
documents and nrc)snectusf~S. The Ull1iH1Clt or 'hidden' curriculum COlnDnSI~S those of the socialisation of 
students that are dominant in sclaoo<ling. 
the ;-rn1..,.,..,t"n,~", of athletics rather than school work in the fIrst term, and so on. And the curriculum 
that schools do not 'the students are not the ...... ~'~ ... e ... f;,.,"''' 
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3 The criticism that makes such theories is that rise to a view of certain kinds 
I(n(\WI~cH1~ as UITieHlSS. nhl,~~tlv~ n01:Jullil! to the circumstances of individual era, 
4 The criticism which has been leveled kn,owledl!!e is that it leads to an inevitable 
stratification because 'all those citizens who have not revealed the talent necessary to be educated as 
pml0s,optlers will be orciuglnt up to and of the ... this 
is a view which leads to the geIleniucin of two or three levels two or three kinds of curriculum and 
two or three classes within .. It is a view which makes the attainment of educational 
a basic nOSllt1CIfl such as this leads to a less confident view knc)wlledize and to a 
awareness of the tentative natllIe of human since it is everyone that the rationalists 
are in that the evidence of our senses is unreliable. In John one is 
to be hesitant about the value of any to inclusion in the 
curriculum. nUl'lprlot> is viewed as hYl)otltIetJical and therefore I"U"UI!>"', modification and 
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7 One would think that the aim of the school is to transmit the culture of the But there are those who 
will argue that schools exist to transform that ,",""M",",. to act as 1n,,,,,t"li" " .. c"'!'."'. The Qu(~s110nS that 
remain in our minds are; do schools or do themselves in response to ill 
sense is that both are interlinked and are to many of the same influences and constraints so 
that occur smlUl1:anleoulSl 
8 writes that most modem societies are 1'10 .... ,,,,,,,,,,, in nature, one can in them a number 
and sometimes unrelated cultures or It does not follow that such subcultures must be ''''1',''''''''''' as 
hie:rarchicall:y related to one <4nt,th,~ .. but it is necessary to recogtllse them as different from one another. It 
is also .rrll",11:<4nt to that most individual members of a will ""n-t1(,'1n<4tp in more than one of 
these subcultures at different times or of their lives. Consider the case of South where there exists 
different ethnic groups, each with its own customs and so on. There are also different 
'"'''5''''''' groups, different social groups, each of which can bave its own norms and its own 'culture'. 
9 A rec:ogmtlon of the ratllatltv of social and of the need for to be to cope with it and 
even to exercise some of control over it sUl~ge:sts that schools should in any case go the notion of 
initiation into the culture of the socialisation and to the idea 
for the fact of social to to and to initiate in the norms and values of the 
corrunuinil:y Ken 
There are individuals who may feel that there is much that the is traJrlSDlllttmg which is 
"n~",,,"ot1r.n would be that there should be an introduction music and 
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Chapter 4 Development 62 
psychological affirmation can and neither should differences school 
performance expected'. Muller (1993:48) In place promoting multiculturalism, the 
aim rather be to promote one global culture, as Muller an attempt 
at promoting multiculturalism only to cultural disrespect. 
In opposition there is a view which to destroy centres of 
identity were "'1"",<1""'1'1 us all dominant and to construct in its place a mutual 
centre founded on common lack. perspective taken by (Rorty I 1, 1990, 
oppression, exclusion and subordination. This new 
relation to dominant groups VVilA,,,",". 
deal with it ... approach reCOgJ[llSC!S 
understands itself in a different 
about a renewed to go out and 
responds to it by acknowledging the 
for a stop' or to identity undoing, for a 
fictions' of identity help us to be able to act even as we deconstruct identity basis 
past actions that has disempowered rather than empowered us before'. In the South 
context need empowered their to to 
a common platform, where will in a position to continuously redefine their identities. 
Since identity is closely linked to the mother tongue, it is only through an empowered mother 
tongue that people can recognise need to redefine and redescribe lives identities. 
4.4 Conclusion 
this I discussed some of the foundations that curriculum could based on. I 
also highlighted some the criticisms that have leveled various 
curriculum In a bid to clarify argument that curriculum development 
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direct opposite of expressing freely 
modernity have the world so small, 
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being a unique individual. Globalisation and 
such a way that there is no tolerance for 
individuality if it does not conform to original. People's individuality is robbed by 
the 
Curriculum 2005 comes in wake modernity and globalisation and it to encourage 
children to transcend particular local culture be able to live comfortably the rapidly 
shrinking global village. the African my is that IS no room 
Africanisation 
cultures. 
the African Renaissance, but instead a llT~~tn'F'nt to mainstream all 
Muller (1996: 
problematically, 
states that "Democratisation and modernisation always 
hand in hand, at if we understand democratisation as the 
deepening of practices of autonomy and self-control." (1994:174) cited in Muller 
(1996:1) also. asserts "the more societies are modernised, the more agents (subjects) 
"ro,,.n,~'" the ability to reflect on social their to them in 
that way." 
Bajah (1993:20) remarks that Issue curriculum and culture is very thorny. 
He that culture cannot be transmitted wholesale, some aspects of our cultural heritage 
must be if cannot stand the test of modernity, they to be shelved 
without on that an attempt should made while 
transmitting certain cultural to provide sufficient reasons why it is advantageous to 
retain that aspect. "The survival of our culture must be argued from a strong educational 
utility and not just because certain were done by our fore-fathers and they 
must be . Bajah touches the root the problem. the those 
advocate cultural preservation in teaching, those who see language learning 
teaching as a modernisation he comes up with the test. question that he 
poses to traditionalists is: why is it advantageous to promote or a 
of culture? 
Stagnant, archaic aspects 
apartheid. curriculum and 
African culture, which have been the foundation the old 
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Curriculum 
A.U" •• ""u IS captured well by ....., .... ,0. ..... ", ... l:I,.,....".,. (1993: They 
describe the model of education as one that is of authoritarian ....... , .. "'.0;,""/5 .... ..." 
where teacher is unproblematic ally considered to be the fountain of knowledge 
authority, the role learner is to submit to certain prescribed norms. knowledge 
that imparted certain true it is prescribed by authority. An above 
result in direct, autocratic and often restricted coruertt. 'Teachers 
operate within a traditional model only v",,",'''''',,,''' of their training peer but 
bec;am;e it a sense of security and certainty by constituting pupils as unquestioning 
and subjects, prevents the of ."' ..... "' ........ , inadequacies.' This model 
suited African culture where supreme, unquestioned of parent was 
transferred to classroom. 
Curriculum 2005 however, ,._,,."'<~"'ntc definite shift to a democratic approach and a 
religious dictates. Learners are taught to be skeptical 
about as it is not static. the In who is to facts, 
students participated a scramble to be with right response where 
learning was competitive, Curriculum 
tea<mer seems to be threatened by 
poses a challenge. authority 
new curriculum as learners may question and 
the 
teachers them. IS a ... u ..... """A/5.... for of traditional 
culture community encourage them to exercise powers even the work place. 
African culture does not children to question or even engage in a debate with 
QU",LU.:lI. It children to agree with what those in authority say and IS 
Curriculum 2005 requires AL speaking to to have the 
(post)modem spirit of skepticism and enquiry - the very qualities that are squashed 
traditional The Africans to think a (post)modem way, 
whereby all is constantly relativised and questioned. Curriculum 2005 demands a 
drastic towards an understanding of global culture. There is an educational argument 
rejection of cultural traditions stand in way of children to their own 
lives. 
Not all educationists are in agreement the idea education should not promote the 
culture of a A (post)modem curriculum such as Curriculum 2005 viewed 
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(premodern) values to be by an ellectlve programme of globalisation.5 It can be 
- .... '-....... that the African continent has been recolonised by the pervasive mindset 
that infuses all social, political, cultural and educational proces.ses. Phillipson (1998) 
this line when he advocates that in present world the imagined is being superceded by 
global and regional alliances. wonders how Deputy Thabo Mbeki's of 
an African renaissance within the thoroughly Western oriented Curriculum? Odora 
(1993:1 laments the fact that education system in has remained ess:enltlalJ~ 
Westernised. She mamt~nns of 'larger society' then become EuropeaniWestern 
which then means the that is dealt with in is "basically narrow, 
limited, and similarly very limiting. It is one content as well as quality 
and quantity of entering it while at its it supports patriarchy. elitism, 
westernisation and maintains an underlying disdain for the values of traditions". 
tension between Western and cultures is captured well by Phillipson he states 
that "at the heart globalisation the tension between cultural hemogenisation and cultural 
heterogenisation." 998: 1 0 1 ) 
Phillipson (1998) ",,,.,it,,,,,, that globalisation ec<mClmlc, technological, cultural 
strands to it. In his paper 'Globalizing ~"E>"~'" he points out that the spread of ~",04L"AA 
diverse contexts is coupled with the of products, ideas and discourses and there a trend 
towards the creation the impression of a global culture through 'global markets, so that 
products and information aim at creating 'global customers that want global by 
global ' (Hamelink 1994 cited in Phillipson 1998:101). This he calls a process 
'macdonaldisation', where "the competitive advantage cultural the 
obstruction oflocal initiative, converge into a reduction oflocal cultural " (Hamelink 
1994). 
to the (post)modern, global curriculum means deep-seated changes particularly for 
speaking teachers. My perception is that teachers are asked to give what they 
do have. The L\,.;g"-'U''-'l is important in liberating hislher students the fetters of the 
5 Odora (1998:1) describes the culture that the new Curriculum for as engaged in 'epistemic violence', 
where aspects of culture or discourse that are used lead to the destruction of some cultures. She continues to state 
that there may be nothing wrong with western COSIiI1Ol~[)gy, 'but there is something wrong with one 
culture to so sanguinely usurp all the spaces for human and purr diabolically about the 
rightful guardians of global development and of human As compared to Asian and child, it 
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traditional curriculum. "" ............... ," 2005 requires teachers who are critical, analytical 
reflective style, who will able translate into action articulate the t;;}qlC:CI.amJDS of 
new curriculum. I cannot see how schools will promote Curriculum 
2005 a thorough grasp of and challenge. If teachers are to become agents 
for social change, as they should, it is imperative that they should be well-equipped for the 
task. I wonder how teachers, who have been taught to respect their culture will be to 
make transition to a curriculum that could viewing their culture as premodern 
harmful. 
The education of "'1-".....""",lHI5 teachers in South has not equipped to 
embrace Curriculum 2005. They have been through training that prepared them to 
acknowledge traditional social structures. of non-reflective thinking precluded 
them from developing a mindset and tongue that can critique old In 
embracing Curriculum 2005, one necessary tasks is the of new groups of 
teachers the retraining of old ones. Jansen (1997:2) advocates the 
innovation with aBE is complex, confusing and at times contradictory. "A 
teacher attempting to make sense of will not only to come to with more than 
50 concepts and labels but also keep of the changes in meaning 
afforded these different labels over time." Young (1997:5) echoes this point when states 
that area of Language, and Communication is English only it presents 
what as and culturally, an English-specific of 
processes and outcomes." For one to and learn within Curriculum 2005, 
will mean that he is trapped in an 'English-centric' communication that is subtractive 
than additive with regard to primary "This on the 
English-specific applied linguistics/language education rhetoric and terminology will prove an 
obstacle to translation into indigenous and well delay indefinitely the realisation of 
the desired multilingualism." 
Each every analysis of Curriculum 2005 a quantum leap for Le Roux 
(1995:6) describes Curriculum 2005 as one which needs 'a radical paradigm shift' (whose) 
'heart is a 'additive, content product model' to a 'competence 
in form of outcomes' (cited in Muller (1996:3). The 
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learner deternlin(~s 
occupational opportunities and becoming a 
fate, 
participating ....... """'u in aU 
her 
political and economic Curriculum also aims to empower learners to control of 
learning as they control oftheir on the other . 
.......... ,UvA further that the "social of egalitarianism and empowerment is linked, 
skill needs national also seen light of the economy 
and global competitiveness." (Ibid. p4). competitiveness' is described as 
that economies require a well-qualified population, and with flexible, and 
constantly up-graded Young cited Muller (1996:4). 
concludes Curriculum 2005 to bring "a flexible, active and 
autonomous individual to an system) that promote 
produce flexibility, autonomy and " Muller (1996:4)3. By .... '"'~,.v.AU1". 
2005 as one that could enhance reflective modernisation, Muller evidently at the 
(post)modern m it. He is saying Curriculum 2005 focuses on critical 
UU.iU'>..LUE>, .. pfllp"t'",p uU"'''''''UE> and a approach to but he technicist 
nature of the curriculum, its insistence on solving of 
knowledge that is to the core. It us to return to Jardine. 
(1992: 116-7) a CUITlCIllUln that is based on technical skills. He 
technical-scientific ..... ,,' ... v ... "'""'" offers itself as a remedy to 




3 Jardine (1992: 121) 'criticises' a curriculum that responds to the needs of the economy when he states that it 
turn education more and more toward the 'development of 'marketable skills' and away from a 'liberal' 
education. From my a curriculum such as OBE, Gadamer cited in 
(1992: asserts that such an education 'has turned toward the ~nrnn~ITlltlve; 
in the and securing technical skills intended to give one rtunn, ... ,,""" control 
over one's place in the world, ways of, 'having command', not only over the world, but one's self-
understanding ... ' According to Jardine the rise in technical knowledge creates the impression that one does not 
really understand the world, himselflherselfwithout technical vocabulary. His suggestions is that life should be 
returned to 'its original , so that there is 'play left in life and can spend time in the 
ambiguous interplays of life.' Jardine warns that the with technical discourse is that it 
ne;TITIIl1p.!,: the possibility questions about people's lives and the lives of their children. 'The it 
offers is already .. the difficult nature of human life will be solved [and where] we will have the 
curriculum 'right' once and for all. [Where] we will have turned \,i111JLUll;;,uinside-out and searched every nook 
and cranny. HVUl .... "'. more will need to be said. Hermeneutics advocates for the essential 
life and its <UUJYIJ.;,uv,~a nature. 
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technical '"' ............ ,,'u is appropriate" and they a 'technical fix.' My sense is that learmng 
must not be based on what can be solved, it is not necessary to all life's difficulties. 
Curriculum 2005 tends to be solutions-driven, children are presented problems that 
should be solved. My suggestion is that we should not work towards a curriculum that is 
finally 'right', but towards the 'essential generativity of human life'. (p.119) 
Curriculum also aims to make the leap from the traditional curriculum's "H'pU~""" 
on left-brain thinking to whole brain thinking and the next section I will this aspect 
of the new curriculum.4 
5.3 Curriculum 2005 and Whole-Brain Thinking 
A of 2005 shows that it has taken initiative to accommodate 
all areas of having subjects mathematics, history, geography, 
science considered major subjects, are learning areas which 
status of subjects which were minor. For example, areas like arts and 
culture and orientation, which I consider to represent brain activities, were u"""", .... "" 
the traditional curriculum. The shift to whole brain thinking allows learners to reflect and 
"'HaUl'.'" critically with arts and works, demonstrate an ability to access art 
4 Zdenek (1983:26) writes that researchers established conclusively that each side of the brain has its own area of 
specialisation and infonnation in its own way. 'The corpus callosum enables both hemispheres to 
work for every activity; although one hemisphere or the other will predominate for a specific 
task.' ' ... In ninety-five of the population, it is the left hemisphere that remembers names, adds columns 
,..nrnn"tp" time and works in a logical, linear fashion. The right is the mysterious, artistic 
side of the brain where are understood and emotions are realised. It is drearns and fantasies are 
1983:26). The left hemisphere on the other hand, is the side of the brain that is involved in 
It controls and it is the side that enables us to read and write. It remembers recalls 
names and and controls our ability to spell words. It is also the logical, analytical side, which can evaluate 
factual material in a rational way. This hemisphere also understands only the most literal interpretation in words, 
and processes information sequentially. 'The logical. analytical thinking for the working of advanced 
mathematical problems is by the of the left brain'. 
the left hemisphere was on content rather 
than and were separately and each required different knowledge and different skills. 
Musker (1997:9) asserts that 'at the end of the year teachers would have to prove, by their that 
the content set out in the had been or not ... as learners progressed towards a 
qualification such as Senior the various they were studying became more and more 
separate and disconnected from each other.' 
The right brain on the other hand is described as the 'intuitive hemisphere' (1983:27), where knowledge is not 
achieved through words but through images. This hemisphere can process infonnation simultaneously, see 
problems holistically, evaluate a problem at once. The right brain understands and is 
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and cultural processes develop and even use the processes of art 
culture to develop and apply social and interactive skills. Even ~n the area of language, 
and communication the emphasis has away from speech, reading 
eloquently and writing neatly, to the learners' abilities to show critical awareness of language 
accessing, processing information from a sources and situations and 
reSl001lldlllll! to aesthetic, affective, cultural and values in (My emphasis) 
area of mathematical literacy which is normally dominated by left brain reqUIres 
individuals in the new curriculum to critically 
are used social, political and economic rCI:aucms, 
how mathematical 
and learners can now 
describe represent experiences with space, motion all available 
senses. This is a from the traditional curriculum where learners who were not good 
figures found themselves stranded the left-brain. 
Curriculum 2005 also made science accommodate right brain individuals. .L1"'~""'''' of 
people only understanding COlncc:;:pts and principles <>"'~"'H"''''<>. the area of natural sciences 
requires of ~"'''''''''VJ to demonstrate knowledge and an the relationship 
between science and culture, demonstrate an understanding of ,., .... v .... and 
inequalities related to the sciences and use scientific knowledge and skills to support 
responsible decision making. The holistic, organic approach to fields knowledge is yet 
again evident. 
area of orientation, po~TTlP1rC are taught to .... ""' .. " ... ,,........ and accept themselves as 
unique and worthwhile human beings, respect the of others to hold personal and 
values and demonstrate the values attitudes necessary for a healthy and balanced lifestyle. 
. The area human and demonstrate an understanding 
of interrelationships between ",nt" ",1,., and u .... ,,~.... environment, and address social and 
environmental issues in to promote development and social justice. 
It is the area economic and management SClen.~es that ",,,,.-np·r,, are expected to 
for the world of work. In this area leaJn1ClrS can engage entrepreneur activities where 
can demonstrate managerial expertise and administrative proficiency. 
though Zdenek of the opinion that the we live in dominated by brain 
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and are at 'the schoolgirl who names, numbers properly, 
and works a sense of order and tidiness is praised and gets a star beside her name' 
yet 'the right-brain dominant child who daydreams at distant clouds, preferring to 
make up than learn lesson, is sent home with a disciplinary note,' (1983:27) 
my sense is that Curriculum 2005 represents a laudible shift towards whole-brain thinking and 
my belief is aptly by Zdenek (1987:27) when that 'even though these creative 
may be underdeveloped, that does not mean they cannot be revived.' It is crucial in 
designing a new curriculum to be aware of the different functions of the brain hemispheres. It 
is true that traditional curriculum which feeds into the world of work encouraged the 
domination of ""TT_ ..... "· ..... individuals, the intuition of brain individuals is .... "' ... ·1"'.,,"""11 
as not accurate enough as the world we live in is considered rational, logical and needs 
Curriculum 2005 seems go a long way to address the imbalance. 
question that remains unanswered, 
when it comes to addressing the issue 
is: how do we respond to Curriculum 2005 
5.4 Conclusion 
In this \JuaH" ... , I highlighted the challenges posed by Curriculum 2005 on ALs. The 
biggest challenge the that ALs been interwoven with teaching culture. 
Initially ANC led Government advocated multiculturalism, but the reality of matter is 
Curriculum 2005 adheres to the demands ofmodemisation and globalisation. Teachers in 
AL, who are still captured in the outdated, patriarchal method of teaching are suddenly 
finding themselves midst of the progressive, (post)modem curriculum they are not 
prepared Whilst the apartheid, traditional curriculum suited the ""'~/H""A1,",. unquestioned 
authority of the teacher, Curriculum 2005 wants learners to have (post)modem spirit of 
skepticism and acknowledge the that knowledge not fixed. A challenge is 
to the traditionalists to justify why certain aspects culture need to be preserved. My 
conclusion that AL ..,v~ ... "v,' ... need to discard all those "" .... ""' .. ,, of culture which may 
harmful, painful as it 
The question that remains however, is how then do ALs teachers face the challenges posed to 
them Curriculum 2005? My sense that and to 
through teaching learning .... l"r.I'''''.~C! The most powerful means of helping ....... ,"u"'. cross 
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underscore and support this transitory phase. the next chapter I will look at the possibility 
of using the textbook to confront challenges which .. "' ...... "''''Pnt nothing 
from a traditional to a {post)modern reading of society. 
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6 Crossing The Bridge-(Post)modernising Textbooks 
6.1 Introduction 
the previous chapter it been -,...,'-_~ that Curriculum 2005 is a formidable '"'''(,l'Uvj,j}:<,v for 
speakers, teachers and learners. The traditional curriculum operated within the narrow 
confines a knowledge-based philosophy of education. Curriculum 2005 however, 
advocates the mainstreaming all cultures and speaking who are 
still captured in premodern paradigm find themselves at a loss new In 
this chapter I wish to explore the possibility using the textbook as a bridge from the old to 
the new curriculum. My argument is that new textbooks have to be written Traditional 
textbooks have make way for (post)modern textbooks that will transform the Africans 
view their is a need textbooks that will engage African children in 
higher order thinking, books that will teach skeptical the relativity everything. As 
a point of departure I will explore argument that good textbooks can transform ....... ,~u"' .. " 
practices and learners' views of the world. I then on to discuss the implications and 
challenges of mainstreaming ALs, which includes the for AL textbooks that will teach 
visual, cognitive, affective cultural literacy. My last section will be a look at 
challenges of writing AL textbooks. I will that lack of In 
writing AL textbooks as per Curriculum 2005 requirements, necessitates a transitory step 
writing from English. As blueprinting may be regarded as a political and ideological act, it 
requires a thorough critique of implications of this mode of writing. 
Importance of the Textbook 
exploring the of the teXl~DO()K I would to acknowledge my mdebtedrless to the 
research done in this area by Mary Reynolds (1997) as it represents a succinct analysis of the 
issue. hypothesis was that 'textbooks do, potentially, at least, have a key role In 
education.' As I endeavor to argue that a new generation textbooks can 
transforming practices her around the centrality of textbooks proved 
to be most significant. a point departure I will review some works which stress the role 
played the textbook in learning. Reynolds (1997:29) writes that American and British 
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In the area life orientation, are taught to understand and accept themselves as 
unique and worthwhile human beings, right of others to personal beliefs and 
demonstrate values and attitudes necessary for a and balanced lifestyle. 
The area of human and social sciences """'I'·nUl"" .... '''" ... learners to demonstrate an 
of nterrellatlom.hlJ)S between society and the natural environment, and "n" ... "",... social and 
environmental issues in order to promote development and social justice. 
It is in the area of economic and management that learners are expected to Tlrp'TI~lrp 
for world of work. this area learners can "'''1';'''1'',''' in entrepreneur activities where they 
can demonstrate managerial expertise and administrative proficiency. 
though IS the that the world we is dominated by brain 
individuals who about 
and are great at figures, where 
things in a rational, logical way, are good at verbalising ideas 
schoolgirl who remembers names, adds numbers properly, 
and with a great sense order and tidiness is a 
yet 'the dominant child who daydreams and stares at distant clouds, preferring to 
make up rather than learn her lesson, is sent home with a disciplinary note/ (1983:27) 
my sense is that Curriculum 2005 a laudible shift thinking 
my belief is aptly stated by Zdenek (1987 :27) when she states though these creative 
may underdeveloped, that does not mean they cannot revived.' It is crucial in 
designing a new to be aware of different of brain 
is true that traditional curriculum which feeds the world work encouraged 
domination of IPTT_nr~1n individuals, the intuition right brain individuals is perceived 
as not accurate enough as the world we live in is COIISI(len~a u, .. ,,, ..... ,,_ logical and 
excellent skills. Curriculum 2005 seems to a to address the HUOJ .... "'u'"''''. 
The question remains unanswered, however, how do we respond to Curriculum 2005 
when it comes to addressing the issue of ALs? 
Conclusion 
this I highlighted challenges posed by Curriculum 2005 on The 
biggest challenge lies the that ALs been with teaching culture. 
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2005. The boundaries the traditional cuniculum have been for teachers 
learners, however, Cuniculum 2005 requires of them to venture into unknown territory. There 
is therefore a to provide well-written and well-researched books. I believe that well-
informed textbooks can help bring about a revolution to Africans' way of and 
remove any anxieties about Cuniculum 2005. 
Brunswic (1990:4) writes "it is now accepted 
_q~ality of education, and that the provision of school textbooks is 
.... ."-"",--- ... ---.... ..,....... -~""'" -"~_-""',.. _~~ __ " •. ~ 'w_~___ '._ 
for improving results." Indeed when one looks at the traditional 
cuniculum its textbooks, it becomes very clear that textbooks can used to improve or 
thwart the \A.l''''''Q,UV,UUL orolces:s. Teachers' classroom methodology is invariably shaped by the 
the textbook. For example a textbook that fails to along 
communicative lines,_ include among others work, pair work and projects, 
inclined to reinforce the 'talk-chalk' model of teacmng. Similarly language textbooks 
wor~with empty, bland texts will the tone for the approacl1 to issues i~ that UJ.USU,.S"'. 
~¢,.. -- '. • 
case in point is the deeply conservative curriculum of apartheid era which was upheld by 
equally conservative textbooks. 
importance of the textbook as a critical learning resource is not an South ~ U"U"'''' 
where an unequal education system was place. in European countries and the 
, of America, books are seen to be an indispensable teaching and learning medium . ., 
Newmann (cited Farrell and Heynemann 884: 120-1) writes that "books are the main 
teaching aid German "",.,lVV,[" and are to remain so for the toI'es<::eaIOle The 
principal support of book remains, in spite the appearance of newer teaching methods, 
teaching". 
Albach and Kelly (1988:3) write that "textbooks constitute base of school il'1'l1"1I1IPn{7P 
particularly the' Third World is a chronic shortage qualif~~_ 
teachers. In many teachers closely to texts, using them as the sole source -~) 
school knowledge, . assigning students lessons contained in the text and testing students oj 
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John cited Reynolds (1997:31) refers to the textbooks as " the lifeblood of an 
ed~!~~~~~~!:~:~ and said the ANC's ideal would be ' at one b~~k-'-' student per 
subject.' McCallum (1995:128) pointed out that "textbooks are the most cost-effective form 
of intervention in classroom when to investments in physical facilities and 
teacher Politically, textbooks have the additional attraction of being relatively easily 
and quickly 'implemented' to govemments and to aid wishing to satisfY 
respective textbooks are visible, tangible and easily 'measurable' desirable 
factors is implementing short-term plans." (Cited Reynolds (1997:32). 
Despite what may seem to be an indisputable of the textbook schools, there 
intense scrutiny criticism, particularly since late 1970s the 1980s, 'almost 
all attributes of textbooks [came] under attack' (Chall &Conard 1991 cited Reynolds 
1997:30). textbooks in particular have been accused of being 'dumbed down' 
(Herlihy (1992:15 cited in Reynolds 1997:30), to meet the of as broad a 
market as possible, and of superficial content, lacking academic 
"easito read but devoid literary merit". (Crismore 1989:133 cited in Reynolds 1997:30) 
are basically two views the textbook, namely the view and the 
'difference' view. The 'deficiency' view states that is a .u~ .• _ •.• _.~ to save 
learners from teachers' deficiencies, as they will syllabus is covered, 
exercises are well thought out ... ' this lead, . one to the that the best 
teachers would want nor need published teaching materials. At the other extreme, we 
no however deficient, would be able to teach badly 
with. (Allwright 1981: 131-2) 
materials is importantly 
difference view holds that "the expertise required of 
np?·",."t from that required of classroom the people who 
have interpersonal skills to classrooms good to learn For some, 
conception may 'reduce' the teacher to the role of mere classroom For others, it 
'frees' teacher to develop the expertise needed for dealing with language learning in the 
classroom. [Emphasis original] (Allwright 1981:1 
part of transformation process in South Africa involved Department Education's 
introduction of Curriculum 2005, which initially would encourage to their own 
materials for the new curriculum. Some education departments that the use formal 
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was a realisation that Curriculum 2005 will require new textbooks. As a 
result, the department had to 'commission' publishing to write books, with the added 
instruction that write comprehensive teachers' guides to help teachers come to with 
the curriculum. This complete reversal departmental policy forced educational publishers 
into hurriedly writing teacher aids. 
Versfeld and Wickham (1998:3) state that some high level educationists believe Curriculum 
2005 should be reliant on books than the traditional education system, but there are other 
educationists such as Taylor who predict that abandoning textbooks could be disastrous 
to education in South Africa. Taylor says that could cause Curriculum 2005 to increase the 
disparities between privileged the underprivileged. The good most of them in 
more affluent schools, will cope at least adequately if they have to. But the vast majority 
wont." [my emphasis]. In the same paper Versfeld and Wickham Joe Muller stating that 
"worldwide experience of outcomes-based education that it works wen only in well-
""''''''HI''",,,,n schools. " emphasis] 
Western Cape Education Department's Guidelines for the of 
Learning and Support Materials with the sentence: "A key feature of any education and 
training system is that adequate learning and support material is essential to effective 
the system." (cited and Wickham 1998:2). educational 
transfonnation in South involves providing quality education for numbers 
learners, the for a new generation of textbooks for speaks for itself. In the next 
section I will challenges and implications of mainstreaming 
6.3 African languages Materials Development in the Context of Curriculum 
2005. 
Apple (1986:81) out that is the textbook that often defines what is elite 
legltmlate culture to pass on." Though the textbook can be partly Hberatory, it is also 
one of systems that controls society: "Little is left to the teacher's discretion as the state 
becomes even more intrusive into the kinds of knowledge that must taught, the end 
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curriculurnn vvas a case point. Kallavvay (l aptly points out that 
colonised peoples of vvere not simply conquered a military did not 
lose only their political independence; vvere not just dravvn into nevv systems and 
economic or vvage labour. Though all aspects the of 
colonisation have the key aspect to be noted is that it also entailed 
cultural and ideological transformation in which schools were major agents." [My 
emphasis]. It is further that Bantu, Coloured and Indian Education vvere designed to 
control the direction of thought, to delimit the boundaries of knovvledge, to "",",'FlrT lines of 
communication, and curtail contact across language barriers. The vvas to dvvarf 
minds of black children by conditioning them to servitude. (Kallavvay 1984:94) 
Another central feature of Bantu vvas its hegemonic 
to the reproduction relations of production a docile 
One its 
so that these 
vvas 
vvould aotlear natural and on commOn sense. ":Sltre~;S1rl12: cultural nerences betvveen 
vvhite black, and the development of a separate black community, In vvhich black 
aspirations could be the Bantu Education system vvould thus be able to prepare 
Blacks to accept differences as part of the unchallenged order." (Kallavvay 1984: 175) then 
.... nr' .. "''' a statement from the Eislen Commission vvhich states that Bantu child comes to 
so slightly, if at all, school a physical psychological endovvment vvhich 
from that of European that no special provision to made in education theory 
or But education practice must recognise that it has to vvith a Bantu child i.e. 
a child trained and conditioned in culture, endovved vvith a knovvledge a 
language and imbued vvith values, interests behaviour patterns learned the knee of a 
Bantu mother. These facts must alC~lal-e to a very 
early education." [my emlphaslsl 
the statements above, it becomes obvious that 
extent the content and methods of his 
textbooks developed vvithin the 
of education vvere ideologically censured, devoid of provocative 
intellectually and emotionally barren and only focused on rural stereotypes as the process 
Black urbanisation vvas denied and countered on all fronts by the government the In 
terms curriculum it focused on linguistic patterns to some rigid, artificial standard. the 
speakers the approach content of rpC:'1c't!lt"l"P to their own 
language. My observation that speakers vvho have little schooling and vvere 
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variety of the language than a learner who spent twelve years studying the language. 
Compared to the best first language textbooks, AL textbooks demotivated those who 
had to teach and learn ALs. has in a dearth literature and intellectual writing 
_ in these languages. though a majority South Africans speak an AL, these 
~~ ~nsignificant. as t~e ,general ""' ... J,,"J;::. is that do not take people economically. 
In her study the status of Zulu KwaZllu-Natal, Zungu (1998: 38) Slabbert (1994:6) 
as pointing out that the low status of was aggravated by the relevant 
contemporary literature which was a result censorship, firstly by the Missionaries later 
by Ul.1ll}<,U'ct}<,1w boards. "Most African contemporary writers see "'''''.LV",., as the only market for 
their manuscripts and them write literature for its ~pcntH'T11' value and/or for a 
.... -- -..-... ..--
public readership." Urban children are said to often reject prescribed material and 
.,.-.. - ~, 
the Standard Zulu in which books are written. regard it as old fashioned, rural and 
_ backward. Apart from a limited number recordings certain forms of the Zulu oral 
literature like praise poems, folk tales, riddles and proverbs, other forms of Zulu oral tradition 
remam "(1998:40) that mother do not 
value oral literature UV\.,Q,U"'" it has not documented. 
hold true for the status of the other 
Because attributed to even the a majority South 
speak an ..... u'5 ..... o .... '" are considered 'backward' u ....... 'au~.'" they have to develop 
step with the needs of their speakers who live the urban areas. InsteaCl there has been a 
development of other ...... "'·u ... "" that deviate from the ' archaic standard spoken and written 
form of the languages.' "'-< ...... L5u (1998:39). 
Apple (1986:84) writes that the knowledge that textbooks carry and one's 'ability to deal with 
it has served as one mechanism which and cultural reproduction 
"","'AllU"" and race relations is accomplished, not to this is to a wealth of 
evidence in the United States, England, Australia, France, Sweden, Germany and elsewhere 
that links school knowledge - both commodified and lived - to gender and race 
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Reynolds (1997:45) cites a personal conversation with Jan where he states that "it 
should be that a good can do the opposite of 'defining what is elite 
: it can be an inspiration to explore, construct and deconstruct " 
introduction Curriculum 2005 has exposed the rnnrnlT1 poverty of 
argued 2005 requires a paradigm for AL The content 
and methodology used to teach languages are at the opposite end of Curriculum 2005's 
demands. AL speaking teachers and communities are expected to 
'quantum the traditional curriculum, with traditional content, gender-biased 
u ..... 'L5 .. ''''5''' and premodern values systems to new (post)modern curriculum. It would be 
one to assume attending workshops on Curriculum 2005 will teachers cross 
the bridge from the old to new curriculum. Even if we could assume that teachers are 
retrained, it will still be an insurmountable for them all subtleties and 
(post)modern qualities of Curriculum 2005, as they are still trapped old I 
want to argue that AL speakers, very good (post)modern textbooks can go a long way in 
helping them make the giant leap to a new paradigm. However it is not possible for AL 
to write 2005 books as it cannot expected that very people, whose 
education and training was traditional and intellectually to make this paradigm 
AL to first come to grips with the different philosophy of language 
."' .. "' .... "5' methodology content before they can Curriculum 2005 textbooks. It 
amounts to the to transform in such a way that function the u.""~_.,u 
context. This also requires a cultural shift to modernity and a willingness to shed patriarchal 
cultural values. speakers should be to read the (post)modern world through own 
should able demonstrate a critical awareness approach with 
regard to mother tongue usage. 
-
Postman and 0'<>11"" .... (1969:105) write that the ............ uE>" study of language must be 
about the relationship language to reality, whether the subject is history, politics, biology, 
religion, war or anything else. way, the student can to develop standards by 
which he can judge the value of perceptions, his own or anyone else's. of'_'I">~'~E>_ 
therefore, is study of our ways of living, which is to our ways of perceiving reality." 
This is the paradigm shift that AL teachers and learners need to authors 
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is that allowed to think and eXl)re:ss themselves 
point of ",,,,,,,u.n.jUI.F> out against the idea of a democratic "'''''1&>1'''1 
on any subject, even to the 
the extent that our schools 
are instruments such a society, they must develop in the young not only an awareness of 
this freedom but a will to it, and the intellectual power perspective to do so 
effectively. This is necessary so that society may continue to change and modifY to meet 
unjtorflSe€~n threats, problems and opportunities." (postman and Weingartner 1969:15) 
..,11&>1""''''''" (1995:11) that "for the first in human history we have a truly global 
civilisation of rapid information and unprecedented mobility." This kind of 
civilisation is described as one that is "continually with unstable boundaries. 
People now see borders of all kinds as social constructions of reality free to cross 
them, erase them and reconstruct them". This to me suggests that AL textbooks need to make 
learners see irony in all things. They should them see and understand the world in terms 
of what it is .... 01:'> .... 0 to become. 
enable speakers to red:etllile themselves. 
is clearly a need to develop teXtDOOKS that will 
My belief is that (post)modern textbooks should equip learners with new vocabularies to 
talk about their experiences. Such learners. will be able to shift to other nPl·o;:nf'rn'l.fP" 
understand that knowledge is relative, and it depends on the system within which one is 
working. What is true one 
learners with &>n,"\lHl,n .VO.C'lDUUU'lle!'t 
(postman and Weingartner 1969:42). 
not be There is a need to equip 
when asked a question. 
process of about the for these ''''''''0"''''0'''''' 
literacy. Reynolds (1997:25-6) writes that from the few studies on ALs school 
textbooks by non-African researchers (such as Macdonald's study of Setswana textbooks 
Standard which of the Threshold Project) she came to the conclusion "they 
failed to develop children's _~j""~" skills;" and in 
./ 
Smythe's forthcoming study of 
primary African language ''there is much preliminary evidence that the standard of most 
lanlguag€~-If:aCjnm.g texts in is poor," 
therefore evident that as a result of the poor quality of textbooks written in ALs. 
languages have failed to function in cognitive areas pertaining to abstract thought. They have 
~ been relegated to the of mundane or trivial matters and they have not served the higher. 
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in abstract thought in their mother tongue. They should also teach children to engage in higher 
order thinking through order questions. 
As stated in previous chapter, the traditional curriculum seemed to emphasise left-brain 
activities. This points towards the need for ALs to accommodate right-brain and whole-brain 
activities. The kind of knowing that is available in ALs will to be elevated to the level of 
knowing as in English. For example as the right hemisphere is as the mysterious, 
artistic of brain, where metaphors are understood and emotions are realised, it 
means books in ALs will have to consider those aspects of right hemisphere of 
brain. 11"IC'f"' .. ,i1 of concentrating on left-brain activities such as remembering facts, names 
analysing logically, AL books now need to accommodate such activities as drawing and 
to be exposed to activities that will allow to _~~"'~ .... _ 
... "'AA .... U' ...... '" ~~.:yor!,:_s. The irony that ALs in their. oral context were 
always inclined towards right-brain functioning. They are strong on metaphor, music, 
visuals and emotion, but is less focus on the rational and the logical. In discredited 
curriculum there was 
culture. actual fact, 
little room for to use the creative processes of 
such as Art and History were accorded a status. 
_."_~ ___ ~~.~_.____ I V'-
Perhaps it is prudent to define the role visual literacy in language as it highlights its 
significance in language learning. Braden and Walker (1980) define visual literacy as the 
ability 'to gain meaning from what we see and to communicate meaning to others through the 
u ..... ,F. ..... we (cited Seels 1994:103). visual texts are taught 
are many ways of communicating. Looking at visual is also part and parcel of reading, as 
learners are taught the ability to extract meaning from symbols as opposed to parroting 
Good visual texts have the ability to develop creative thinking. which 
communication. 
This aspect "'Uf,,"'5HA5 with visual does not in textbooks. Most of the 
textbooks have written texts and learners are expected to grapple with words. As the 
traditional curriculum emphasised rote learning, is a wrong perception that words can be 
easily to regurgitated examination. AL need to that 
visual text could more powerful than the written one, as it activates the right 
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Curriculum 2005, there to be a shift to AL textbooks that will use 
render enough infonnation to 
wonder and to be experienced 
questions, pique curiosity, 
again. 






textbooks, where was considered a way filling in time, Curriculum 2005 '"'" ............ .. 
textbooks that will consider drawing as an integral part the process. Whatever 
learners draw does not be assessed, learners are to their 
opinions, imagination and emotions. is believed to contribute to the child's 
emotional and aesthetic growth, as well as fine motor co-ordination. the same time 
learners are taught the ability express meaning in symbols. Drawing can be used to record 
thoughts and for communication with others. It does not necessarily have to 
be 4 
Blacquiere relates the need for visual learning to basic literacy of ""'UVVi 
texts (at value); he draws attention to the lack of visual literacy among the 
'graphically inexperienced', which, the context of study, is a reference mainly to black 
South African children, many whom are rural. Textbooks, he have a responsibility 
to provide intentional and systematic training in visual literacy by including simple ~h-'ltp,rn 
as pupils to look, example, on right' (1995:84-128). 
L Curtiss a more detailed explanation: 'Visual is the ability to understand the communication of a 
vital statement in any medium a d the ability to express oneself with at least one visual It entails the 
ability to: understand the subject matter and within the context of the culture that the work, 
analyse the syntax-compositional and stylistic principles of the work, evaluate the disciplinary and aesthetic 
merits of the work, and grasp intuitively the Gestalt, the interactive and synergestic quality of the work (1987:3 
cited in Seels 1992:104) 
At a more and focused level, the term has been used to refer to pupils' to comprehend 
textbook illustrations (Langhan 1993:31) and to understand graphs, and the way in which texts are set out 
(Blacquiere 1995). SIess 1984 cited in Seels (1992:99) shows that visual literacy enables us to and 
create visuals, but very importantly, 'it is a method or process for thinking' (Hortin 1992:25). Visual knowledge 
has been described as essential for creativity and problem solving. Piavio (1978) maintains that it is impossible 
to do higher order without using imagery (cited in Seels I also believe that the use of visual 
encourages ...... Ln..U"5 because from the "" ..... , ... ~~ learners are asked to Imalgme, evaluate and 
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Textbooks also have a responsibility to facilitate literacy by being good models 
flow that pupils can follow. Miller visual clarity and having a sense 
83 
visual learning as a weapon against the barrage of manipulative images that consumer 
"v"' • ...,uoc,'" are exposed 'Students need to be educated that images and that there are 
values and priorities and meanings embedded in images ... What's valuable about." making 
visual literacy a basic part education is (that) it will take materials which are primarily 
directed the emotions senses and will reposition them within the framework of 
critical reasoning thought. All we see is erotic, allure, the aesthetic side when in 
what those images are doing evoking the kind consumer behaviour which perpetuates an 
economy predicated on waste.,. People have to taught to use own ... and gain 
some kind of control over this oppressive atmosphere. (Cited by Moyers 1989 Seels 
(1992:108), Bruner (1966) describes the function visual literacy as pleasures of 
our emTlrOinn1lent more richly' (cited in Seels 1992: 100). In harmony the values 
embedded visual literacy are hwnarnstlc aspects underpinned by Curriculum 2005. This 
is the topic which I shall In section. 
6.4 Humanistic demands of Curriculum 2005 
"'> 
The right hemisphere 
touch with the emotions. 
brain has also been described as the side of the brain, which In 
r spond to the neglect of emotions in the traditional 
curriculum, AL textbooks have to up liberal and humanistic texts. Moskowitz 
(1978:1 2) describes humanistic education as "related to a concern personal 
development, self-acceptance and acceptance by others ... (and) it takes into consideration that 
"''' ....... ''''.n IS by how about themselves." (1994:51-9) has 
.... t;"' .... ~.rl to damage by debilitating apartheid, poverty the that 
have often accompanied them, and which affect numbers of children in South Africa. He 
explores the possibility for 'damage control and mending of frayed psyches through 
exposure to healing experiences (54). on Maslow's theory of the hierarchy 
of human needs, makes the point that "children are only to pay attention to social 
issues' once the needs safety, belongingness and love, and esteem are realised". 
need to accommodate the humanistic r~IUll'e1TLents of """"'LU"' ..... 2005. is a need 
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children. The new curriculum advocates that children need have all their true ... "",,",nuE;'''' 
confirmed and mirrored order to develop and allegiance to their own experiences. 
When a child realises that parents and teachers will never confirm what she it is 
likely that will give up and develop a false persona that covers a foundation. 
Mirroring children's emotions is reveals to the child who is and what 
she is becoming. The new curriculum aims to help children come to an understanding of 
deepest emotions and develop an enjoyment of everything that is beautiful. Children need to 
learn to appreciate 
actualisation. Children 
self-worth so as to have self-esteem, a pre-requisite 
to be convinced that they are loved and lovable, valued and 
valuable to realise their own potential. Taught properly, high selt:"c,stelem has students 
to respect themSlelv!;s as capable, able, and worthwhile For traditionalists, high-
esteem becomes conceit or arrogance; but then again, corruption of a good idea not 
the idea bad. 
If we apply the requirements of Curriculum 2005 to ALs there needs to be a shift. 
traditionally authoritarian African curriculum will need to make way for the democratic spirit 
the and community, where children will with 
parents and ."' ... ,'"'u ..... ~"'. It requires that African children allowed to eXl)re:ss 
opinions and emotions. There needs to be a shift too from the authoritarian nature of African 
culture. 
Curriculum 2005 may receive lukewarm support from traditionalists as it teaches steleoe:Q 
democratic values. ought to recognise that schools have always taught values, and that 
there contrary to opinions of many, a set of basic values that can agreed upon by 
almost All schools should teach common values as 
tolerance, patience and honesty through redeeming redeeming text is one that 
child from something that she within herself and that can only resolved by 
talking to and sharing it with somebody. A good redeeming text the child the 
opportunity to a worrymg while the process own is validated. 
are many instances where children need redemption. For instance from fear, loneliness, 
feelings of being ostracised, oflosing love and popularity, a deep feeling of jealousy, tension, 
guilt etc. This will another traditional culture, where are 
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Another humanistic made on ALs is the need to develop in children an aesthetic 
attitude. Zdenek (1983: 29) describes the right of the brain as the 
ability to "understand metaphors and imagery, is capable of stories, dreams." I could 
call this the 'aesthetic attitude' Bullock al (1988: 12). They describe the 'aesthetic attitude' 
textbooks as "a style of perception concerned neither with the factual to be 
gained the things perceived, nor with their practical but rather with the .u.u ... " ............ .., 
qualities of the contemplative itself. Works of art are human productions ~"""b'-4_­
to reward this kind of attention." Reid (1982:24-5) points out that a well developed aesthetic 
sense not only "natural psycho-physical maturity, learning ... and a certain kind 
teaching ... but a body of from which arts and in their own 
way transform in embodiment .. To be initiated into this can ... potentially the 
experience of a whole lifetime. To miss out on it is not only a personal impoverishment, but 
also, where impoverishment is widespread, a cultural and social disaster." they for 
visual literacy, form and content of books have a unique capacity to embody the aesthetic, 
it, for example, through the enchantment art illustrating children's or through the 
functional well-designed typography, or through literary content. have 
faculty, intrinsically and extrinsically (through their medium and their message) to help build 
up "the cognitive-affective dispositions towards the aesthetic" that Reid refers to, and to add 
the opportunities we have to explore "meaningfulness that comes to be known directly 
through (24-5) (1982:160) need to teach "everything the 
context of the human and the aesthetic" l1",,",,auo.,,, the engagement with the emotions, with 
that inevitably arises is so important a part in the whole person's education. 
",,,,uUl'>"' , he the of human " The good scientist, for example, 
is a scientist because he passionately about discovering the truth of 
Education's task, therefore, is to mobilise emergent Ieelln!;S of young people "in the 
service oftheir own ....... ,. ... 1T .. towards the attainment of ... involved, effective maturity." 
There is a need beautifully designed AL textbooks with high quality artwork that win tap 
the aesthetic feelings of the learners and to respond to the neglect of the emotional domain of 
the right This will to that is to take their by . 
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challenge of the domains visual, aesthetic, cognitive and 
humanistic literacy is quite evident. There is clearly a to write progressive that 
will capture ideals of Curriculum 2005. the next section I would like to explore the 
challenge. 
6.5 Challenge of Writing Progressive AL Textbooks 
It has been argued that AL textbooks are not at the same affective and psycho-
social level as their English counterparts. It has also been demonstrated that through historical 
circumstances traditional textbooks did not develop the skills and vision required to write in 
new and that is a serious need for a profound re-examination of textbook 
writing production are also not in the demands of 
thoroughly progressive Western oriented Curriculum, but ironically expertise 
am4:mg non-AL practitioners. (1997:26) reinforces this point when she writes that 
~xtbook development South Africa is still done by urban, non-African authors. editors and 
illustrators, though over 80 percent of pupils are Africans. roughly half of whom are ruraL 
the light of this a coalition between and skilled textbook 1n 
the Western mould seems to a creative way out of the dilemma. Even though Curriculum 
2005 makes identical demands on all languages in South Africa, including English, however, 
advantages English has are firstly that the tradition of materials development in with 
Curriculum 2005 is well developed this Secondly. been a 
traditions for ........ iO .. "' .. and to some extent Afrikaans and the good nac::rst.anamg of 
the (post)modern world that we have to prepare children for. Therefore I want to argue that a 
between English and AL as an measure is not 
only feasible, but also necessary. This entails the transposing and translating of texts from 
English into ALs (blueprinting). is a to provide AL speakers with the skills and 
tradition of textbook philosophy of teaching. When AL 
have gained the 
blueprints. 
then the next generation of textbooks must be nrrlTTP'n without 
I want to emphasise that the process of writing AL textbooks by translating and transposing 
J I 
.u".5""'''' blueprints not unproblematic. The social engineering I 
': and possible cultural imperialism. Ake (1998:20 cited in Odora 1993:45) writes that task 
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be transfonned by other people their own image of what they "'V~.lO'U"'~ it ought to be. 
From this p.erspective, development an exercise in self-alienation and humiliation. ' 
According to Odora (1993:9), process of acculturation (which is by 
blueprinting) innocent definition as "inflow of that is external to an 
individual or society. It begins to represent an active process of obscuring social reality as 
locally perceived, particular external versions and interpretations of 
that is then established as a nonn." 
I mentioned right at beginning of this section, working from blueprints a lot of 
questions, especially at an ideological and socio-culturallevel. However, tenns language 
development, blueprinting seems to a necessary step, as bridging gap between 
traditionalism and seems to a prerequisite in the development of ALs. 
argument for development of ALs is based on notion the child's m('m<~r Lv'n<::. •• ", 
plays a crucial role in cognitive development. The belief is that if a child is .Lv •• "''''' .... 
operating a sec:ona language concept fonnation has completed in mother 
tongue, the intellectual development the child be severely affected, leaving her that 
intellectually of "' .. " ... UJ'uO .......... "."". If we assume that language should 
playa pivotal role in the cognitive development of children and re-dressing the psycho-social 
'damage' caused by the underdevelopment of we need to appropriate materials'to 
entice children back to the elaborated use of their own languages. This educationally infonned 
position against of AL speaking children want, as 
immersion in from day one of school. We will them of the cognitive, 
affective and psycho-social value of their own languages in foundation phase at school, if 
as nourishing as the aU-these languages are cognitively, affectively 
powerful English '~',5'"''5''''' 
very reasons I can live with textbook development from blueprints, as the 
alternative is linguistic stagnation that may leave the majority in the backwaters pre-
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6.6 Conclusion 
this chapter I have discussed the important role played by the textbook school 
context and need progressive textbooks will assist teachers make the leap from 
the traditional curriculum to Curriculum 2005. In the to new AL textbooks the 
need to and fast-track AL speaks itself. I also looked at some of 
challenges and posed the requirement to mainstream I come to the 
conclusion an intermediate solution would be a collaboration between and 
to use the process of blueprinting. 
L.UIJl101':"1>1,., English blueprints into ALs will applying a 
though it is a fact that 
paradigm to ALs. In a way 
children will be taught to have a Western outlook on life and some people may actually view 
textbooks as a conscious by Western to mamtllln, 
'emton;e their dominance over African countries. I also think: that it is not for one culture 
to usurp all the of human diversity under the disguise of development~ but then again 
there is a to develop ALs and my belief that even though children will lose cultural 
values which are not mentioned in translated books, they will gain tremendously terms 
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7 Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 Summary 
present study set out to 'investigate how historical conditions in colonial South Africa as 
have ",tt.",..t~)n the scholastic progress of well as the premodern character of 
children. I also wished to address disadvantage as essentially a linguistic one. 
on planning, sociolinguistics, curriculum theory and psycho linguistics 
been surveyed and the vanous assimilated into the overall theoretical constructs 
underpinning the study. seems to point that the use of mother 
tongue as the language instruction in the years has proved advantageous, especially 
the development of cognitive facuIties and psycho-social integration with regard to cultural 
constructs. It has been demonstrated that children should acquire competence in the mother 
tongue switching to English. to fully develop the mother tongue invariably 
leads to stunted cognitive development. 
In Chapter two the latent potential of ALs to develop the cognitive and psycho-social domains 
of speakers has explored. also been a of arguments for the adoption 
of European at the of I concluded in chapter that there is a need 
to status of ALs by developing languages to function at advanced abstract and 
technical levels. 
In chapter three I argued that Curriculum 2005, together with 
policy pose challenges that cannot be ignored for ALs. I also motivated for measures to 
develop extensive and liberal borrowing linguistic 
considering present low status of as a school subject, literature on curriculum 
theory has convinced me that curriculum is not only about content, but also about among 
other things the kind knowledge, truth, and Through a curriculum, 
SD€~ak:erS should develop the critical aWareness to function as fully-fledged citizens. 
I considered the challenges that the highly sophisticated and progressive Curriculum 
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engage with the many ",C!nt", ... concepts and tenl11Ir:Lolc)g given their attitude that 
."' .... "'nuL)::. is essentially about linguistics. the dilemma of the under-trained 
teacher and the lack of progressive methodology in the of ALs, I proposed the use 
English blueprints as an intentnediary 
7.2 Conclusions 
With regard to the status in education, conclusions can be ~"""LU.u,""'L'''''''''' as follows: 
.. African child, due to mother tongue u"'~,~v'"' often shows symptoms cognitive and 
psycho-social underdevelopment. 
.. fail to develop children's cognitive and psycho-social faculties 
.. 
through u .. ~~,.u", 
driven ."'''''' ..... uul'>. 
means, their conservative focus on linguistics rather than value -
is a positive between the academic progress of children and 
""""a .... ..., of cognitive elaboration attained the mcnm;:r ''''''1","'''' 
.. As a corollary we can state that the condition of semilingualism amongst 
emanates from the underdevelopment mother which to a similar 
linguistic condition in English. 
.. The """"'",...,,,,uvu tea,cners within paradigm of rurLaWl11elUal pedagogics 
precluded them developing a critical mindset. 
.. Unless teachers are equipped to with the tenets a highly sophisticated AL 
the prognosis for progress other sectors of Curriculum 2005 is somber. 
.. It is imperative that un(ler··on:marea teachers be furnished with comprehensive 
supportive teaching aids in the fontn of a new generation of textbooks. 
.. The lack of among speakers to write books that confontn to Curriculum 2005 
necessitates a transitory step in the creation of such books. I lend support to the use of 
well-structured blueprints as source material writing 
textbooks. 














of the findings of research. I believe that the following recommendations 
the problems associated with in the school contexts: 
• Mother .VUi"''''''' ALs must 
education. 
the medium instruction for junior primary phase 
• AL should be developed in order to facilitate the towards the 
implementation of CurricUlum 2005. 
• The lack of expertise among AL speakers to write textbooks a 
partnership between AL speaking language practitioners and English counterparts. 
This entail transposition and in English 
ALs. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
• paradoxical tension between cultural and linguistic maintenance and global culture 
requires further exploration and ways means to harmoniously blend forces. 
• There is also a need for to what involved in translation and 
arumosltl.on of English blueprints into 
• The implementation Curriculum 2005 in and use of new books by 
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